







































































The laughable antics of the cast 
Vol
 





































 is not 




rampant  on 
this  campus.








to use the 
Seattle  Civic 
auditorium for







































































































 where they are 
Curtain time 
is 8:15 p.m. 
Tickets for the 
hit comedy are 
on sale in the Graduate Manager's 
oltice and at the 
door. Admission 
is 60 cents for students and 90 





















given  no warni 















Const 124.1 11 
V1,ork
 



































































that  the  college




t° of the collegt
 examination
 eom- 
already-  has a 
form
 of the 
honor  I 23 pm.




































 was the subject - 






























recent  some% 
conducted









































 we have 
every le-







to take this action.
 
to everyone connected with the 
There is no 
excuse
 for even the 
show," Jim 



















 receive a 
notice 
























to members of 
:J.. 











dared, "wit h the exeept ion that 
the Spartan 
Daily. 














-While  vie base 
no available 
Because of the heterogenoos 
statistics,
 we of the
 examination 
group
 ..1 students 
on this C:11111- 
commit
 tee 
feel  that t he 
percen-  
pus it 
...old  Is' dill 
kill( to set 
tage 
of
 the deliberate 








low; that it occurs 










cent of thi. classes," 
Ti , 

















do.  - - 
man of the
 







74i1,  th, 




that  appeared in 
Ii. sisals. Th. cast, vilio spent
 
the',-
 must appear begot... 
PresildfIIT
 







endless nights getting 
their T. W. MacQuarrie." 
tervicu
 ed Ii
 a d 








 a lot 
of 
credit. 
We are glad the audi- 









book,  in conjunc-
tion '.11th Dave 
%loud..
 
Musk. in the 
shoo





 the history 
of the campus 
production  see 




.VITED PRE -SS ROUNDUP  
Typhoid Shots 
The
 second in a 
series  of three 
tj,phoid 
shots  






f   
10 a.m. until I p.m. 
today,








did not  1111.451
 
111.  
53 per cent of 














and national nutgAtine.. 
t
  









































































(Any., ..te% al I hmorsili. 
  nd Puni ti"Igh t
 tip 
 1}N 














SeattleLeft-wing  Singer Paul 
holding  him a hostage, the 
Army 
announced  yesterday. 
sersiees
 Get Pay 
Raise 
WashingtonSenate
 and House 
conferees agreed yesterday to give 
the armed 
senices
 a 4 per 
cent
 
"cost of living" pay raise plus a 





Many New Republicans 
Los Angeleie-Many 
young men : 
and %%omen 
who  will vote for the 
first time 
this
 year are swelling 
the  ranks of the 
California
 Repub-
lican party. the 
GOP State Cen-
tral committee said yesterday. 
Today's  Weather
 , 
Some students, no doubt in a 
dazed condition due to mid
-terms, 
have expressed the thought 
that  
spring is coming to the Santa 
Cruz 
valley. This is a dirty rumor. Ne-
ver let 
it
 be said that anything
 
To aid the Mental 
Health  
week fund-raising campaign for 
the 









national  ifsehology 
frater-
nity, are manning booths today 
outside
 the !tome 
Economies
 











seivi1 re I -a, h. 
Sep 
%tor),





Todaj is the 















 to the senior (las«. De-
posits should be takes to the 
',Tartan 




weather  has 
even  
bean seen around here this year. 
it might
 be 
halfway  nice 
for a 
'day 





























 qualified to 
have 















posters  may be put 
!up anytime 
after  7 a m. 
Monday.  
,I..10A 










inner quad nor in the arch-
..as
 to the quad, nor on buildings. 
roofs or arcadis. 
Lloyd  said Elec-
tion stem- 
may be 
permitted  on 
trees if attached 
with  string. All 
campaign
 siglis must be within 
20
 






interviews  soil be 
htId 
I, at Ballet 
representatives
 of the Gus F. 
At. 

































return  their  ballots 







before  5 p.m 
today,  
it 










 Dr. Dudley 
Moorhead  
kite,  placement 
director.  
,assistant




























 chief of 
I e 





























hospital early this aeek 
fur 
forth.  


















sons. J H. 
Douglass 





and three grand,hildren 
SPAIKT  %!tir DAILY 
Friday, 





dm. SAN JOSE STATE
 COLLEGE 
Entered
 es second class menet 
April  24, 
It.
 ea of Mardi 
3,
 t879. 



























































 showed good 
judgment 
and considerable courage in mak-
ing the selection. There 
was some 
criticism
 about an outside man, 
but 
Dr. Simpson said he 
wanted  
the best 




 limited to, geography. 
I have never inlet
 Dr, Wahl-
utast,  hut I kneu 
he
 would he 









 nas to be 
made  
soon after noon 
Thursday,  Apr. 
24, so I 
looked
 around to 
see if 
I could spot anyone 
who  looked 
Ilk,'
 a  budding president.
 
%%Thin
 I was ;it 
lunch, a 
couple  
came  into the 
dining
 room, and I 
took 
a chance. I was 
right. We 
had 
a little visit, 




























2:20  p.m. - I 
looked  at my 
watch. 
That was
 all I 
wanted, 
as I had 
to 
flash  the 
news  to 






























































































DR, T. W. 
34acQUARRIE  
AGNES BOLTER. BILL GOSSETT 
GELSO GUALCO.
 Business Manager 













 15.41 -big day 
in 
Spartan  Daily history. 
For 
the  first. time in the 
existence
 of the 
publication,  a 32 -page 
issue will 1,3, 
the campus.
 This 
is the second annual 
edition  of 
that 
"Town 
and Campus Spring 
Souvenir 
Issue- 




spring  the  Souvenir copy
 was a 24
-pager;  this year the  
advertising  staff  of 
the Daily 





 cif:tend to 32 pages. 
For 
its initiative in 
space 
selling,  not only 
for 




























complete  picture of 
sprii-ig






it pleases you. A.B. 
IUDS 








I/ sri sworn,' 
session
 would like to 
mit.
 tent
 an apartment 
in Spartan 
(torn June -15 to 
Sept.  1. 
Wi ite 
Jack R -Ellis,





I Very good condition.
 124 K Spart-
an 














see  Ian 
Hall  at 




   for 
tuo 





 ivileges. CY 
5-l73.  
MistEI.I.ANEDIES  
Tv pew rider, n 
at standard .9.tai 
1934, 
at San 
Jose,  Ca under 
111.11
 




from Dink Clark's 



































































to go. Archie awaits 
you 


























































































































 Dr. Wahlquist. He's 
a 
gentlemen
 and a 
scholar
 truly, 
a man with national standing as 
an educator. He has written five 





































































































































































 here, but 
maybe 




college  never 
had  an "oh, 
so purr" reputation
 anyway, and 
the Vliay 
some of the students 
are  hanging 
their  Ileathi in 
shame, makes
 me think that 
they are a little 
ashamed of 
their cheating. Children 
always
 
hang their heads, but they are 
quick to make excuses or pass 
the blame. 
And for the life of me I can't 
understand why those 
three stud-
ents  were expelled
 from the camp-
us for parking near the Coop.
 The 
city of 
San  Jose doesn't give you 
a floater out of 
town for a parking 
violation, so why should the col-
lege? This is San Jose State col-
lege not San Jose State junior 
high. The 
sooner they stop treat-
ing students like  children, the 
sooner the students
 will stop act-
ing like 
children.  






 p.m. at Villa;
 
ilice  no Los Gatos









 in 52 
Rine key: 
All  members. 
meet
 to_ I 
rlozht 
at
 7.30 o'clock in the















ii Sunday followed by meeting 
:it Trinity Emseopal
 church. 

























































church at 6:30 p.m 
C.ilimet 
meeting
 at 4 p.m. 
Spartan Orlocci: 
Noon
 today is 




























Into you. I 
know
 a  
salty 
little  





















 of the 
past
 Dailies 
and you'll See 




















































































































































































MARKET NEAR SAN CARLOS
 CLOSED MONDAYS 
TYPEWRITER RENTALS
 
Special Rates for Students 
ALL MAKES 
ALL MODELS 
Roberts Typewriter Co. 
156 W. San Fernando 
Easy  Parking CY 2-4842 
Fresh beef and nothing but fresh
 beef ... 
that's why our 
'burger.-
 are top! 
Come
 in and 
Caste for yourself! 
OPENING
 















































 Dr. II. CH.
 
(Information











































































been for the 
past
 





























































































































































































is -on  ' 
brae  kets ii hit 
will

























 with (lull, com-
monplace lives. 
Foreign  films at-
tract 




cause they are 
usually more 
ma-
ture than American films, and 
handle problems 
more fundamen-
tally and with greater
 sincerit 
of 
character than Hollywood does. 
Besides this, we 
get only the 
best of 
the 




and they are better 
than 
the  
as- i - 
age American film. It stands  
reason  that the top two per cent 
of all foreign films would be bet-













 Maybe, with new techni-
cal 




 the movies 












and win back 















play by Moss 
Hart
 and Kurt 
Weill, 





May  30 to June 
4, 
will  be one of 
the  biggest pro-
ductions ever 
attempted  by the 
drama department. 
It will he the 
first musical 




Theater, the cast of the play 
35 peopleu 
ill
 be one of the 
largest ever assembled on the 
Little 
Theater stage, and its 
settings
 and set 
changes
 will he 
unique.
 
John R. Kerr, associate profes-
sor of speech, who is directing
 the 
















forthcoming  produc- ' 




 just returned to school 
after tuo
 years of Little Theater 
work  in 
Hollywood.  
   
play, said that "black light" will 
be used for the first time in a 
drama department production, to 
introduce the 
dream  sequences. 
Changes of sets 
to go into these 
sequences will be made in sight 
of the audience,
 he said. Some at 
the settings will roll on, some will 
drop on,
 and others will be pro-
jected 
with "black light" 
The story of "Lady
 in the 
Dark" 
concerns
 a prim, plain
 
owner  of a fashion 
magazine,  
Liza 






a psychoanalyst to 
find 
the
 cause of her 












 will be told in 
song and 
dunce.  The 






he on the 























she  is as 
she 
actually  




 changes from a 
;stern 
businesswoman to the 
ex-
citing, glamorous creature that 
se wants to be. 
' Anne Hofling, 
a drama major 
prom Los Gatos, will play 
the 







years of Little Theater work In 
Hollywood. In 1948, Miss Hofling 
had 
the lead
 in "Up Powell," 
the 
Spartan Revelries production that 
year. 
Mrs. Marian Beeken, instructor
 
in 
physical  education, 
is
 in charge 
of dances, Miss 
Barbara Bauman 
and 
James  Lioi, 
assistants 
in 










of speech, is 
designing 
sets, 
























you write !: 















































 visit the campus to-
day to vien the art exhibits 
now 
on 
display, according to a 
btter reeeited 











"The Black Death." directed by 
Hugh
 Heller, will be 
presented  by 
Radio Guild members Sunday eve-
ning 
at 6:30 o'clock over 
KEEN, 
on Dramatime. 













Joan Malloy is 






Jose  State 
freshman second
 basetnan, is a 
speech 
major

















To Be Given BN i 
Members of the Speech 44-144 The costumes for the pla> 








John R. Kerr associate 
professol  
of speech, will present William 
Shakespeare's "A Midstimmei 
Night's 





final  pi 
duction of the quarter 
The 
pia)  Will shoun in the 
Actor's stIldigl theater. 
Boom  
53, May 15 through 16 at 8:15 
p.m.. and on Ma) 1: at 2 p.m. 




Music  Recitals 
.For
 















 music recitals  
in
 the 
1Little Theater. Programs 
will 
be. 
'gin at 8:15 o'clock each evening. 
land will be free of charge.
 
Monday's  program 
will include 





perform will be Craig 
Johnson, John 
Loban,  and Gilda 
Mazzanti.
 They 





























 of Gibson 
W.
 
ters. Frances Robinson, and la, 

















































 is as 










































































Miss Alealde and 
Mis-
Peaseblossom.  Miss Kill.; 
'Mts. 
and Miss Brii:t 
Jeris
 
Welch as 7 
still alit 
nt mehts ot production 
\I. 


















Wolfer  N. 
































Flowers  Models 
Receptions   Invitations
 
Appointments
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 -1 11, I 
Pfc. T 
tilt:TF.0441'



















IRO L 11111 Dale Rumors 
ICT L 116 ifeeorge 
Porter 





















4,1ti,i  %LI 


















t ! ftis VIT 
IIITE IKEIT \sr NO. 
I ER 1R4 

























Ion P.-t.-r ---n 
silscuang
 
Kru. Keil ..i.et 
Tom Igo 
IJaI4nu/newer. 





















 No 1 de -
f. 


























































 to shift  
-.ono-
+.0.1























I .i I 
is and 















 fell the 
t...I..1
















end  a. 
hr
 Woe% 











sear  old rr....alion major. II, suffered 
an injurt 
photo hs Parker. 





amers  are 
four  








 game at 4partan 
stadium.  



























 %%ill b.- a 













































































































 to Th.. 
Athl.,tu 
;tartrnent's trophy and aoards 










MI)  ITt, 


















































































the  nett 
I 




Lynn Apiarialp and 
Jerry Harr 
liton 







leader and on him and his 
squie 
will test the hopes of 
the  m' -t:
 
Hamilton 
captains  the 
Gold  tear: -
and 




gold decorated women. 
Ti';.
 
AMS and AWS 
will  receive tht 
trophy
 after  
toe game and 
lo
  




























Tom Odle. Vern Vallercamp, Jim 
WI:. 
411'han.  
Bill y Gibley 















































































































































 Ag, , 





































for  Coach 
Walt
 Wit-






I hams  
baseball 
team, has





















 California in 
the  
re's,

























 half mil- 
winning
 
three,  in 









 of the best 
indepen,l.  
school


























 can he 























 the Army, 
but a 13st 
, minute 
change of heart by Par-
kin',, 
draft 


























won  his first 'hi  , -
games






game  his 





school  e. 
Lodi, 
in the Sac
















































 play offs 
In 
lians:Ls. 




where  he 
pitched 
eight 























pitch  and 
w,Th
 


















industrial  arts 
major  and , 
gets
 
one hut his 







which  he 








































He is waiting out 
the  p 
of a year's 
lay-off
 since t;.. 
ferring 
horn
 Cc.loi ado Agial. 
The national
 high school rec-




by Stanley in 1950 at 
Siler-
mento in the 
State  meet inhen 
he rumbled the distance in 
Stanha's 
half  mile 
career  cam 
in a round
-about
 manner. Ii' 
stared h'S With school 
track
 ven-
ture by running 
the mile durinu 
his Sophomore and 
junior 3ears 
He kepi 
running  the 
mile  until 
half
-way through 
his senibi }van 




half.  His 
first 
or:  
in the 85t)  




































































r /  ! 











































































































 Golf at Its Best" 
18 holes ---25" 


















   
"Formal prom or 
informal get-
together
 our services ore ever 
ready for ,u."
 













len has been selected a, the 
sec-





Spartan Daily sports staff 
The Golden Raider distance at.. 












ballar arity Miller for 
hone - 
In the












ran thc mile race in 1:19.1 
better the 4:23.2 record set by 
Jack  Kirkpatrick of 
College
 lit 
Pacific in 1939. He 
also  brok.-
the 

















the Priam, Ralays this oeekend.
 
A 




school of Willows, 
where he a as 
a 
mile and halt mile star, Mc:dol-
len has a good chance of making 
the 
American team for 
the Oly m-
pic games
 this year in the 3,00o
 
meter steeplechase event. 
In 1951 in the 
junior  Amatiiir 
Athletic union national 3,000 
meter steeplechase
 




















the Horn.? cf 
Spartan 
Bowers 






























































































































































1 I nOk.I 
"LONE
 STAR" 




































phis FAMILY SECRET 
51 
l&tSlOS: 











 NOW  ! 





























"FT! Li TOWN" 
"CONFLICT" 
-FLIGHT TO MARS" 
itt 
Ran. h.. 
II 1 1 2011 
"THE





















Th.  11,;a9. -
shan't -oil,
















































 Ava Gardner 
brotterie.,  Crawford in 
"LONE 
STAR"  

























































EDMOND  ()BRIEN I 
STERLING 
HAYDEN  4f 411 JAGGER 
PIDGEON







































everything -sons,,  














 :will br. 
so 
ex-
-,led they won't 
even
 
rattle  their 
 





















































































2 Big Hits 
 






* oi the BIG 
GUY 
 
1 THE MOB! 



















,,,,,,   
MARGA LOPEZ 
61111.1.111MINA


































































































































































































































































There,  awaiting their heat -








designed  especially 
Ifor
 swimming. Along the board-
walk a multiple tariety of con-; 
;c1.4.dOris otter
 pleasure
 to the ,r 
bored minds of the classroom
-
wears  students. Choose
 
.our own 
t pleasure, for here 
it 




by attempting to yams 




ship of the merry-go-rounes 









problerru.  of term papers




























 models, transform 
!them 
from thr 
clean air of Santa 
l('rut










to paaa a 





























































iirAlITA.1  DAILY 
Friday.








 11fF. lit. UK and 






 la, es 















that  this 
All the fellows 
and  girls 
have
 
..t .; ./  di her Anyone:, been collected 
together  and are 
the 
tiszs  atmosphere 





 the empty 
coals. The
 sun







over  the landscape, 
and the 
I sks 






sea. sand and siren 
ly tinged 
%kith  black. 
t 
in..






do? flay- a picnic. or a 
I oastinz hot 
dogs in the 
slowly 
barbecue.
 Phis trosehall, 
volley- fading 










 air fills one
 nith 
the 
walk  ard 
ride  the 
Merry-go-round  
breath 




 the Octopus. hut
 no one can 
the 




























































































arid if you tat a 





way  home through Los 
Gatos































tinier turned upside down? W.11. 
'it,, 







sa int  
,iii stilt stilt 







kept you in 
tf, 



















































































and  is non -tarnishable.
 
lust 
stay on and 
it  
th:II  flat 61 
71u cotton 





right is designed 
isith a 
sheared  
If you're the English t hannel 
el:v.:lie back. This, too, can be 
Ispie 
staininser or the 
dunk-  , 


























 a navy cuff at 
the  top 



































According to the 





 one -Piece stilt 
here  to stay. 








, towns. id 
the 
two-paece
 snits are 
grape and hell red. 
Nen that
 %f 




ess.1  lit- ti...,
 has, 
tspleal suit is ft 
one-plee  





























































 It Is 
de-
signed
 to gist' sou 
complete 




 and do it A% an dive off 
the high hoard. 
"Dreamliner"





an all -nylon taffsta
 suit.
 The 





















 each leg 
an hour-






















































































































































 mood above model 
0'4:n1-
n:int:  suits






style, is tocrs-1 Denny Cape; at 
the ether end 
of
 the
 hat  
Diane  
Grohs


















in them ths iriroro






























































































































































































































































































































































































 of it was 
expected
 to bu.. 
















 disclosure. I 
noted 
his 


































I'd  never been
 out witl 

























 he said. 
! Food? Food?











' -sk me about food 
what
 did 
you bring to cat  
r said. 









































 at Santa Cruz by 
using
 the following
 sun tan lo-
tion recommended 





































































overlooking beautiful Monterey 








































































 This did not
 up-
set 











































Iqiy  us 



















Bettj. and  





I had a 





























 me for the nice 
ttme, and asked 
me








 of  
the  day had 
made  


















SANTA CRUZ BEACH 
Open
 

















































If there was 
an

































g sin an 
r hou-












111. . I ri- oas 
imrn
 II sap,. et en -
1.000.1% in 1933 
a%
 part of 1114. 
ht11 ,,  g 
11.-141 
/.. 1. 1151/331  spot in floe 
....11)1 
f 










 r, .wp 114131. 
girl.,  
sir.'
- . . . 1
 
i.,.11.a.listig






II-  I ' n 
 
 11011 / 1 
1  













.1 I I 
/IIAll 
I. 






























1141 191: 1.1. 
Lime
 
.1 th a 
"lit, 
 





















AMY  IP \% I El/ 
1.111  
















 I I 
Pi I 11113 
































 It, 11.1). 
I,' 
11I',.
 110 - I tI - ' .11 ,II 
lit.' .111111,
 
  i 





1.1 bt 111  
)1- 
t1. 
1113 I I' 
5'l  1111: 
11111.11.ms



















































Friday.  May 9. 














CORNER  OF NINTH 
the horn 





Revelries  of 
I938, was 
the  ;irst 
of 











. , l o t a b o u t
 a 








up love la flair
 
bet 

















in the t'ivie 
auditorium,  
"flop.
 Skip and 
t Iiior.- was di -
.1 Jini
















different  from any 
other spring 
quarter.




of the school year, spring 
quarter
 










you ran, or e%en a 
spare ee-
nisi": alien 
nothing's doing and 
)ou 11tH 
Just
 sutt le Inte k and
 
get 
that term paper out 
of the 
ttay. 4 hatters are you can't. 










park, to the 
While  all this is going on, the 
S i gin a Pis will be enjoying 
themsehes at their annual Or-





semi -formal dance that same 
night. And Delta Upsilon and 
Theta Chi will Join together for 
an all day 





ing a suimming party and the 
(lamina Phis will be Initiating 
new 
members  anti    
bidding
 a 





 dart's -S 
held annually 











'short %%cults are 























 Aloha formal 






























bin, an imported 
New 
Alpha Theta are 
a joint 
r k musical, 









ha e been 
entitel) 
















 all '0. ,-,thers 
on. 
"it  """" 1''' (d. .1" if 










 it': a 1, 
-rill
















beach  party and a college relig-
ious council beach party will be 
going on 












both of which 
are  all -school events 
and open 
to everyone. The ;text 
night will be a busy 
Saturday, 
featuring the Hillel Ball, 
Kappa  
Phi senior luncheon, 
Engineering  
society 




 show, S.J. Players initia-
tion, Tau Delta
 Phi formal initia-
tion, 






Revelries reunion is slated 
for  
May 













for the 30th and the Dt's have 
scheduled heir annual Full 
Moon  Ball for May 31. 
You see 
what
 we mean when we 
say 
spring quarter highlights the 
social
 activities of the year? And 
what 
we've 
mentioned  here are 





d r an;r11- _ 

o- 
soul  to !.!-Ie 






























































































 Dixie Ball, to 
he held 
'morrow





 The guys and gals are dressed as 
photo




will be for the




























The Star, and Rats 14 
the Con-
federac.).





vilien  the combined  
chapters of 
Rama  Alpha to 
Stanford, Cal and SJS hold ihiir 
eighth annual Dixie Ball. 
The setting for this colorful 
affair will he 
the ( laretnuat 




keeping with the finest tradi-
Dins
 of 
the  ante-bellum South. , 
the ?GU guests will wear :le -








and the girls as 
southern belles 
in crinoline 













 will help carry 
out the 

















waltz,   .,,.,1 
The Dixie





kappa  Alpha's 75 
char
 
iIi  of 















called  the Old 
South 
Ball, but 
wherever  it is 




ian..  For 
one












































 who will attend 
Die dance are 
staying. The no-
tice ann lllllll the 
di I e and 
time of delixerx of 
the Inds -mil 
la vors. 
On 









 officers on 
horseback  
and 
occupied by tour member-
fraternit in costume, call' 
house and presents to -71 
Maids of the Contederacy 
printed





dresstii  in 
sotit,,  
Saturdt.y 
:s,.:rn wdh a 





I a al. 
T h e distinct 
southern  train- - 
Bons of Kai ya 
csth 
its  t:iiiastin 
at Vt..ih:rig-
ten 
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 that this 
year's
 
l etitti Street Capers, 
to 




 1. 53151111::.sat :411 
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 Philip has 
not sha%rn ti.r three days, and 
Elizabeth has 













 Joseph Stalin 
number











 he there. 
Thl% can be 
mtowpblasjgo  tielzkkqps!"
 After,  
verified,  













allso  Iva% been a story 
circulating that 
not one hut 






among them at 
last
 report. It 
aas also w.erheard last week 
that sett-rat 


























































viii be there. 
The midnight oil has 
been burn-
ing lately at the
 DC house where 
final plans 
are .being made at a 
feverish pace. 
Various  chairmen 
can be seen
 stroking their beards 
land near beards) in an effort 
to
 
make the Eleventh Street Capers 





























































































































































































































































































































































Orchid ball is 
a 
function  


















have joined  















































































 "King Neptune's  
Bride" at 




 Ball held 
recently at 
S%eadal,  near 











Jackie,  a Kappa
 
Kappa Gamma, 
uns judged on 
her charm, poise






nas  portrayed 
by past pres-
ident  John Rogers.  The 
affair

















War is on! Yes 
sir,  the fight for survival 








 War hoops, hatchets, 
and vicious
 redskins
 (with black 
and 
white feet 
l are swarming  the 
campus. 
Don't misunderstand.











































































































































































































































Martin,  Kappa 
Kappa  Gamma,
 was chosen 
Fri -
daps





















 vita MI. poise 
and 
heattt. 




elose bet n 
eell all 
tin.  














 and not 
until  
that final 
iti. ..... nt did 
the  silent -
hers ol the
 alumni  e..
  
the 
hallots and aisno 
iiiii  the %sift-
ner.'t  he said. 
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 their mothers 
.11 lunch 

















 in the program 
V.  
as an 
oildrcr by Hr 
Grace Hannibal  
if Ihe English department. sham 




 III`lert Hens by lfores.n 
F.irr  
A highlight
 of the afternoon
 
wi 
a style show 
of 































































































Several  hundred sorority girls 



















 The Stars' 
The 
li.ind  il  All I 
W.int
 
for rhristnias is a Big 
Fireplace."
 









11,:illiwood park in Saratoga. 
There 










rhill% e  gh to
 
is arrant tile 

































 the Mae globes 
which il-
luminated




























orchestra,  in 









 things. king 
%sore
 a pair of 
fur -lined gimes
 


























coat during most of the 
evening.  
Those
 lucky individuals who 
had 
car 










Those  who 
weren't so luck 
kept warm by flea 












 to popular belief, those 











 mere oak 
worms f rom the 
overhanging 
branches' There is no 






Niederhof,  f. 
Patron%
 for the prom were Mr. 
and  Mrs. Wilbur Loki', Mr. and 
Mrs. James M. Craig





















Ken Scannell,  sales 
manager;
 Mary Lou Bergen,
 pat-
rons; Ed Bissell.
 publicity; Mary 
Lou Carli, bids; 


































































































available to anyone else, 
Details 


























and  hes 
wishes












































"Class  of 
1952." 
Holmes  tk 
Edwards 






























can a shoe 
be?  
Why  not slip on 
a 
pair
 of these 








 white, lilac, 
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 of Delta 













 of 32 hot 
pushcarts  
entered last 
year's races, and 
29 are 





Spartans last year, and specta-
tors
 
were  treated to some of the 
most








pushcarts will have 
to go far to top 
the  fast time 
turned in by 
PiKA's
 winning en-




entries  in the 
men's 
division  with ease 

























































































































































































last year with 
its 
sedan  chair 




















underslung  hot 
rod,  with 
!rear
 axle springs. 
A Chi O's leg i 
tpower
 won out 




 the Gamma Phis 
had to 
be satisfied 
with  the second
 I 
place trophy in 
the women's di-
vision.  
ATO's cart spun 
out  of con-
trol on 
the second turn and up-
set Bob Baron, who received
 a 
broken 
wrist in the fall. That 
was the only mishap of the day. 
Pre -season 
talk
 seems to indi-
cate








tested yet. Entering groups learn-
ed last year that the 
men behind 
the carts are 
the important ones, 




The  races are 

























































divided  into 










 race for 
the huge 
1 
Friday. May 9, 1952 







SEATED IN and 











lays, sponsored 11 1.1411111)da Chi Alpha 
traternit.  
are 11 of the 12 lovelies s,  
poling
 for the 
11th' iii 
"Crescent Girl. The winner and her attendants 
will be named next Friday at the Spring 
formal.
 











 smaller ones going to abating division en-
tries. Seated (I. to r.) are Pat Threlfall.
 Alpha Phi: 
first -place trophy. Girls' entries! 
can use male pushers, but must 
have a female driver. 
Lambda Chis have managed to 
'patch up their 1925 Chevrolet. 
Paedagogus, once again, to lead 
the grand parade. It will be fol-
lowed by the 
queen and her at-
tendants,
 followed by the push-
carts,  who will file 
by the judges* 
stand to be judged for the 
most 
original trophy. 
Guide ropes and motorcycle 
policemen kept the crowds off 
of the track
 last year,  and 






 PiKA will 
have their jobs cut 
out for them 
this year, as 
every organization 
entered




 is the day. 
May  










































































































Phi Sigma Kappa: 
Marilsn  l'hat 
Delta  Gamins. 
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St 91 $795.  
Our pants go to 





sun -tops . 































































































































a pair of 
Levis, a 
sweatshirt  
or dad's  old 
oversized  
white  shirt? 
A neater 
appearance came in a 
'ow 
years  ago 
when
 clothes -con- I 
-ilous females 














 or city I 





the cuffs rolled 
to I 





band falling snugly 
around  their!  
hips, a 








































A new era in playelothes  lash -
ins has 
dawned.  The 




through  any 










see pedal pushers and 
shorts
 beautifully 



























The influence of Mexico. 
Spain  
and  Italy is 











long, slim legs and nar-
row hips.
 
Fashioned after the costume. 
worn  by bullfighters, the Matador 
, 
pants are 
snug  fitting, 
tapering  , 
along the




 They come 
in a 
variety of 






















the  most 
clamorous
 and feminine




















ing than the 




and the seams Sr.' a 
favor- 1, 
ed feature.
 Many of the pedal
 I 
pushers have
 cuffs trimmed with 
material matching






definitely  news! De -1 




















trimmed with bands of 
olnrs;















jackets in colors to 
match  or con-





Exciting news about 
shorts is , 
.hat 
they are short and have cuffs. 
They come in a galaxy of vibrant 
colors to show off this summer's 
Tan. New 
and practical












 You'll still find 
ienim,  pique, 




shorts  are 
"cute" 
in colorful prints and paisley 














 also are 
being  show 
n. 
The 
1, .i!e'd this 
Nason, for 
the  
most part. are 











',atehing "baseball player" hats. 
you  prefer to go 
native  get 






 sandles with as few straps 
as 
possible  and you'll be  set. 
It looks like a good spring and 
summer
 for 




that's missing is the 
sim.












 better ue bark." says 

































hit.' turtle -necked jersey,
 %s 
hit.-  Mary
























 pirltirs or tennis 







Adams,  left, 
and  
Jeannette
 II, rgra%..  
right,








plaid  :hurts, %%
 
bile Jeannette accents het UM% 
shorts
 
























 All to  
r. 
Saugoraeti  denims
 into the most 
decontave




 at faded 
blue 
ia.to 
arbIte  ,ore, 






II Strapless Pea, 






in Ann 5 
k 
C- Coded Sivatta. 





wailer wet,   to 
I 
Pie  Asa, 
Bolero 
Imam    
III 
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M Pedal 
Pathos,  bate
 'feu   4.11 
Ii 
Oprn 
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nical Coed Criticizes 
Clothes of Joe College 
By 10 
ROssIIIANN 
What ever happened to the days 
when a man 
thought  he was well 
dressed





 arid black striped
 
tie 







 a V:113, 
from




















resembling  Ore 







orisnKe  and a ripe bruise. 
'I hese Ii.01. 
of
 tailor 
appear  in 
nil 












 limp like a wet 
sail or 
rolled















sweater  just 
allowing
 the 








are still ',uvula,  with 
campus
 





























of the dirty 
cord and 
the army 




















 jacket,. are the 
fayorite in 
the "keeping
 ssarm" department. 
They seem to 
;whirs.. a certain 
distinction
 after being rolled in 
a ball and
 used for













- 1:114,1,4S - 
_ a - 
starched - white
 shirt - and - 
wear - it 








at least twine a day. 
Pastel





 Most men, for some 
weird 
































 !IN struggling into 
a shirt 



















































































































ever  this season.
 
An 
interesting  and 
lengthy
 tour 






























style tor castled  
wear  
'Die 











my preference list. 
i.For soffit' mysterious circumstance. 
I   ift  !though 1 Wiwi' the invitation says in- ain partiale .4 
formal,
 they take
 advantage of the 
know 
that earious other colors 






 var- have their plane and 
advantage,  
irity Informal to the male animal Also appealing in the blouse sec-
. 
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 h style 
strikes he 


















bright  saint  ...tors 












his fraternity tee 
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hi tug snit 
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Rates  for Sii.dents
Llid Standard & Porta0a MacnInes Fcr 
Sa!ii  




Free  Parking 
Neil  Door 





































































































































































all the stores 
pack up 
























































































 to toe 
is the 
basic  idea 
-- 
hat,  dress, 
bag, and 




















too,  are 
becoming  even
 more prom-
inent this season. 






















f   denim. And the material is 
not just the solid 
color
 it used 
to be. 
Flowered,  print, 
striped,  
checked and plaid denim clothes 
now
 




It's a long way from pedal push-
ers to spring formals, 
but not a, 
far as 
quilted  materials are con-
cerned. Pick any color 
or any 
style, and 




Highlighting the fashion scene 
are cotton prints embossed with 
metallic gold. Expensive looking, 
practical and stylish, they're just 
what you want tor an evening out 
when you 
wish  to look casual, yet 
well dressed. The
 pastel print -




 low priced. 





and dressy looking. Nylon sheer 
is the answer to your prayers. 
Flowered  prints
 or solid 
pastel  
colors





agonal- they're the 
keynote to 
this 
spring's fashions. From play 
clothes
 to formals, 
stripes
 are des-




plaids,  as 







stripes will take 
first place. 
There 
will  be more 
than









Variety  in 
color, as 
well  as 
style,



























the  more 
established  
pastels. 


















 And it's 
full 
sleeves




























































































































 that's just 








 that points to a  
in both front and back,  is flat-
tering 
to those spring quarter 
tans.
 
photo  by Li tttttt erman 
THE PERT
 AND PRETTY coed 
above is Dot Herrick, senior so-
ciology
 major, %%hi) is smiling 
I happily
 over her neu 
spring for-
mal t   Prussia's. Nyil.111 sheer. 




sure to (Iran sighs
 
from all 











 and the hill skirt 
trimmed in navy velvet Sr.' 
enough 





' Her jacket, too,  is velvet. 





Patsy Liefrinck, star of 
1952 
Revelries,
 reached for a 






fabric) . . . then selected
 a 
matching skirt, to make up 












































like that sand 
the 
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.11I he ti on. The 
blue -es ed lass 
picks this cotton u ea....
 halter 
Itiv as One ot her 
spring  








 into the material. and 
gold buttons trimming  tin. lb, 
dice and the porhets and a Vali 




vial spring evening oceasions.
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mat.
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(I:Witted  sisters. Why multi 
be the V.  
don't
 the voini-n
 on campus start
 use as a 
hlank,  t wi, 
dneh....7







,41.  We nal .top the sv 1.1.% 
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 .00t tit 111111111. 
14-111.  -111: h.   
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 this in -
'What 
was  it that
 made 
'h. 
f.1-.11  nter 
are impractical.
 
'l  . 
SJS oneds
 for the!i 
in\  
and 
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photo  by Zimmerman 
BOUFFANT PLUSl'att Walsh, freshman journalism major, sealed 
at the lel I. 










 pink nylon, 
ruffled  one

















are hack again 
tr.j.)!as1.. that "bouffant' 
look, hoops,
 c:'inolines and 
110M-
erous ix-tticoafs are, 
once  again. 
essentials in 
th. coed's  wa rdrol 
Grandma





(liow.  The 
mrdera trend is 






























 lines of the flared,  
boor -
t ant 'fleet . 
Patt 
Walsh.  freshman 
jour-
nalism major.
 :s pietured on the 
left 





 A full 
circle. the holt' siip is 
fringed with 
r 12 
in. pink ;.!-I white






















































































 hair show 
last Sun -
'Las
 at thc 
Fairmont









 to a 























 behind are 

















 or dyed to 





.It), material.  
linen 
shoes 






















 op ia chimps and ankle sti 
ballerinas.
 
Sue  ,I. 
able in the old s,anda hi dal 
tones, 
ha.. , brow n 
They 
are  a good 
in. estmeto  
n - 
cause they are 
definit-ly  in in, 
hanz-over-to-winter  
depirtmeni. 
Patent leather pimps al, 
I 
it and kept wanitetint. arotoid hie 
sta: 
a, the hair 
winning
 style at the 
show 
is as 
created  in las ender hair 
is 
hieh perfert  
is matched
 the 
dress the model was %%raring.
 
.t11 
hair styles vvere judged 
on 
Norkman.hip,  
adapt:thIlity  to 
the 
ii,..? 
















































hand,  they 

















initely  as feminine as the vioman 
did vim use 
rot 
her  head?" throzcili youi hair.- she toed.
 who wears it whether 
she  is goat.: 
''d organdy 
flounce.
 It is worn 
I'hy
 is 









bucks.  to 
the show 
in 
either as a separate  slip or as a 
! " 
W 
mph.- he said doubtfully. "It's mother in the torthcoming 


































childhood  Iasi 
more footwear
 in calf. 
Heists in a variety 01 sty Ls 
iashion twists Sr.'










 are still 
poi,-.-
lar.
 They're cool and 
fashion
 1.12", 





























in too chief 








cot  tons. 
The pink




liolcontli,  junior 'Hoa-






of a stiff 
nylon tnaterial, it lass 
a permanent flare









 usual pinks  
and white, 
petticoats  are made to 
either match or 
complement  the 
outer 







lai  colors. Some novelties 
are 
those 





lines of dresses and skirts. 
To stress femininity,
 accordian-
pleated  ruffles, embroidered
 floun-
ces and 
net  and lace 
inserts
 may 














































top of the 
head. 
The 








hack of I 
the head,





face in a soft
 
'twit










said.  I 
-After




































plaitted.  Otte 
'.t 






beautiful.  Is it 
real?" lie 
in -
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 a riot IA 
and  matarials.
 Faded him. 
die  





match shorts. , 
tashoyned  into
 gay s:. 
tennis








 to match  
only a 
portion  ot  
irws.
















 to attract adveis. at-
tention. Gone





























nd  the 
solid salues. 
Comenient  termt, 
make












 solitaires.  
because it's the center 
diamond  that 
toullIA.  
Ws I,.
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slats is what 
tells  you likes 
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her  head and 
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 sufficient!) to 
require
 
  t)pe of 
professional  
help. i 
141(ied. "One t 
ho,pital
 I 




tering front mental 
illness and at 
least




going to their doctors for physical 
problems
 are suffering  from psy-
chological  ones." 
The poll was conducted as part 
I of a 
Mental Health week 
cam-














 in the 
country con_ 
ducted
 to obtain 
funds  for 
mental  
I 
'sub clinics." Dr. 
Muench  said. 
It sufficient








 to support 
thi 
3,1eatal  Health 
venice  here. 
tie. orzaniration  as 
Ill be abaft. 
Mined,
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security is the root of 
all mil" he 
concluded.  
Save Time  
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so 
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ntaro 
Is omen. 











probably  flunk 
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plass- ol a smooth -fit t 





















sack with arm holes, and.  
looked 
big enough for two
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s,-11 lord 
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It wan,
 hot this Ileine 
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men. or other
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ot 
reweiiiiratre  hao 









vertu -but,. ! 
the individual  
feet
 e-





















looked good on Daisy Mae 
Nokurno.























 put on 
an orange affair with fur ruffs. 











 a football 
with a  bead and 
She waved her 
g,dit cigarette 
holder  in the air act asked  you 
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t white 










kev cases wr 
white pearl
 button closures. 
Jewell
 y too lie
 
that  -  
touch of 
white. Rhinestone, 






































































































































































































































































































RAVIOLI, QT. 75c 







0311, 11.30 A.M. to 
9:00
 P.M.Sof. and Sun. 
Until
 9:30 P.M. 
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'his season, one which 
gives  
that bare -legged look and the 
other ..chich draws 
attention





to be seen are 
being
 worn with  
sandants and 
evening A naked 
heel is eS-






 are designed to 





a division between 









 for evening wear, 
Sri'










 the seam. 
Emphasizin4 slim and shaply 










Colors are important. varying 
from 




red and green. 
The  
accent is upon 
smooth  
heel   
lines
























































































































































































































































 will  ad'  
that
 
































































































skims  are). -
I 
wonder
























others  say 
his 













KOSs5IfINN   
;
Once'
 upon a time,















was used when 
you 
had 





 a cow 







of the purple cow. 
NM% 
P have

















of the accessory. 
NO 
longer










it casually around your 
neck, tuck it in your 
belt,  tie it 
in your hair
 or around your mid-
riff. No matter 
what
 you do with 
it. it looks as it you 
were trying 
to hide a spot. 
The 
products of April showers 
sprout in places 
they 






































 Carmen is 
still 
wco 































supposed  to 
suet
 




; gay. mad type who enjoys the 
Eng-




 your earrings 
to sweep your 
I shoulders. Or,  if you're quiet and 
Idrink
 beer through a 
straw,  wear 










coming off at the slightest glance. 
You can 
select 
from  jewelry that 
Elastic's  "stop, go. it's past 
lockout
 










ay.  I. 
 sJoitsil




life.. bit III oh 
I 
 VIINIVI joint. it 
111..% a pi  - 











 One of the 
t h in 


















men'.  How 
long 
can you 

















her  five 
loot
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't the  Ph..  













'horn,.  nine runs. 
Miller
 now leads 
.; !..r 
11. ha the t.oart-ins
 in every hitting 
de-












 21,  hits include
 
 -; I, IIL1111
 
I. 











; h, .11'? 
lit
 1/.. 







 surimll  
hest  aserage
 in 




























 contest tomorrow 
night in; 
who's















 Irian the 
145,1..  
rn 















,,,,,   rim 4.1 Ihr 
year  for 








ritshml  It% his hitpp 
it... blasted the 
ball 






 CI i1i. 
iS lllll
 
I: lit hansIrr I
 

















 thr Duns 
 

























 "'lit ill's 
iriS 1%% it 
" 
det,'  







photo hy Parker 
here 
oith too nien on Nisi- to 
tie up the gallle 
against  the San 
Diego
 Nasal I' 
ruiningcenter  tram
 
7 tii 7. The Golden 
Raiders  came through oath 
a 
run in 





 the gaitir last 
orek.  
Baseball Night  
tilt is being 
trlased at 













  here. :lel 
:snit 7-3. Pil-
1 hers Johnny Ilittliani,
 olio may 
start t 
lllll °rum night's gi  . 
unit 
Jim  







:1111114  ing 
!seven 
hits in 


















kitting power in the 
eleati up slot In a 
bitting yam-









































 Day, ii a,.'rc 
wondering









































































Palma,  .232: 

























Its I ph 
(*bland.



















Jim Collins, L)911 
and Outfielder
 Jack Goetting. Ails; 
(;01(1411 
Ii 
htikorkut vi ill 


















 has .3 
good net 
squad  I his 
Near, 
hut  
local  team 
should  gne 
the In 
limns











Cold Cut Plate 
60c 
All THE TIUMMIT.InS 














































 for 42 
col-
lege 



































































 Toni Bair, 
Ed
 
VI  Is, Bob Ilerman, Al Ford, 
Klein, 











 Varsit y: Donald 
Camp,
 Jerry Stern, Bill Mendosa. 
Stanley Marcil, Darrell Dukes, Joe 
DeSoto, Al Accurso, Ernest 
Par-
amo, Vic Harris, 
Charles
 Adkins. 
Ed Heinrich, Paul Reuter, Ted 











itor of the Spartan Daily, is cur-
rently receiving his basic training 
at Parks Air Force base near 
Pleasanton. 
On completion of 
his indoctrina-
tion course, he will 
be assigned to 




Ifurlhert, an outstanding jour-
nalism major, was graduated from 
Ph,'
 
collect,  this 
February. 
Guerrorn, 









Anzalone,  Gary 
Patrick, 




































































































































who  have 
seen
 the Gold -
































Coach Dee Portal is currently 
helping 
thee
 two boxers get into 
















































































































































































































































































 coach BOB 
BRONZAN
 might  have 


































practice  which the Arizona Staters  meet





Arizona State meet in 










 on its side 
of the fence in that game. 
TIGERS








training  drills 
while
 the Spartans complete their early 
practice
 
sessions  this afternoon
 in 




turned out for the Tiger team, including















spring  drills, endingMay 23. 
TOM McCORMICK is the top Tiger 




the locals will have to watch 






Oct. 18 in Stockton. 
McCORMICK is 
slated  to break 
every 
COP  
rushing record in the book 




LIEBSCHER  is counted upon to take








one-two scoring punch. 
WOMEN TO RUN IN 
RELAYS 
Not 









 athletes run 
through 
a great variety of 
events
 to 
draw in the spectators, the Modesto Relays director, TOM 
MOORE,
 
has  said 
that
 some 
events for women may be held this year 
in the 
annual 
track and field meet. This would
 be the first time 
that 





in the relays May 17 
because
 it is an Olympic
 year. 
It 
seems  that these relay meets are  getting out of hand.
 Some of 
these 
track






pate. Every town, in the future, is going to want to hold a track meet 
just to got the 
crowds into the trading
 area. In the last couple
 of 
sears this type of session has been springing up all 
over
 the country 




 next year even 
Cucamonga,
 Anaheim and 
Azusa may get 
into  the act. 
NCAA CHANCES FADE AS LOCALS LOSE 
the Spartan baseballers want to continue in the running for 
the cost of Eighth district !representative of the National Collegiate 
Athletic association, they had better improve their record in a hurry 
and not blow another 
doubleheader
 like they did at 
Stockton  last 
Saturday. The locals, who now have won 11 and lost 8, are
 considered 
in the running for the NCAA 
berth  along with Stanford, Southern 
California, Fresno State college and the northern representative oi 
the 
Pacific
 Coast Conference, at the present time. 
After the Pacific Coast 
conference




 Fresno Staters or Spartans could challenge tli. 
%sinners  to decide the 
Eighth 




finals at Omaha, Neb., June 







 challenge the PCC winners,
 that is  At 
It.
 
momcnt the Fresno Bulldogs have a much better  




 and they split a two
-game  series with the 
supposedb
 
"mighty" Trojans in the
 Raisin city last 
weekend.
 
The choice of the
 Eighth district




conference coaches; ROD 
DEDEAUX of Southern 
California 
CLINT EVANS of 





It isn't an impossible
 
task. The Spartans could be the 
NCAA  
choice if they can shake the 
injury  jinx. Shortstop Cookie Camara', 
loss svas one of the greatest 
blows
 the squad 





 Baseman Ed Hallberg 
was just beginning to 
hit when he -7 - 
fered  a 
broken  leg. Camara may return 













tough  schedule faces























 State, and Fresno 
four
 
times.  The 
locals'
 




twice,  and lost to 
Stanford 
twice. Fresno 








































 1N'est Coast 
Relays  tothor-! 
row 
afternoon  and 
evening  at 
Ratcliffe  stadium.
 From all 
cations,  this being an 
Olympic 














 Bud Winter will 
take 
three relay 
teams and a number
 
of his best 
field  men in hopes 
of keeping 
up with the powerful
 
entries of






i fornia. and UCLA,
 and fnli non -
California schools who an. send-
ing full 
entries,
 the Unhersity 




An 880 relay team will be en-
tered which appears, on paper, to I 
be one of 




 Walt Burnett, clocked in an 
unofficial 20.8 for thc 220 Satur-
day in the Stockton Invitational, 
will undoubtedly
 anchor 
the  half 
mile team. 
Burne  t t, although 
given an official third in the 
Stockton 220. appeared 
to most 
of the people at 
the finish line 
to have beaten Bob Hudson, 
offi-
cial second place man, by at least 
two 
feet.  011ie  Matson, 
the  stn-
sational 
sprint  man from 
Univer-
sity of San Francisco, was the 
winner in an unofficial
 20.5. 
In the same race two other 
Spartans were
 clocked 
in the low 




 7 half the team for the 880 
relay.
 
Perry Peightal, in placing 
fifth, 
was clocked in 21.3 and Ivan Sum-
mers, who ran 
a 21.7 earlier in 
the .ear before 





Ouen Moore, +also has yet to 
run a 
220  this 
season.
 isill prob-
aid) make up the 
last leg of the 
tram.
 








in 45.1 and has 
heen 
clocked in 48.3 this seas.  n, 
uhich indicates 
he
 is capable of 
running 
in




 team also has a 
good chance
 to cop 
honors,
 being 
entered in the college class.
 This 
team,  in 
addition to the two 
top 
half
 milers in the nation,
 Burnett 




who has been 
clocked 
in the low 50's 
this  season,  and 
either John
 Bollinger 
with  a hest 
time 
of 50.9 or the
 potential 
Olympian




Dennis  IS still 













 in practice. 
He
 has been offi-
cially 
cloziked  in 49.6 for 
the quar-
ter this year. 7 
Bob McMullen, the 
sensational 





 for the 
!Olympic 
team
















1:56.4 for the halt this year. Ile 
will he joined by freshman Bill 
Stephens








1:59.2 behi nd Stephens in the 
same race, and other Jim Grant, 
capable of hitting























ace  high 
jumper.





 meet his 
stiffest 
























has  a top 
















 11..0 tor the pas, 
155 
netks thieh
 has kept 
him at the 
lower  
frights
 (it 6 It. 1 
3 Ft in, and 
6 ft. 4 



















 he in Ilse 
same 
sort








II. 8 3 
in. at 
Stockton
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182 It
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step.  
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ship trail% showing 
up
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%kill tak. appro..- 
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government  aid 
In some ways 
our 
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ning
 drive
 in the public
 at home 
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-HE FRIENDLY STORE 
FOR  
MEN   
dernoer.lt  I(' Spil 
11





 other residents 
of the %world.
 
On July 19 
the
 
symbolic  O4 n 
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IftIsinki 



































 Slacks are 
the 
smart-





acle. -In fact, 
they're  much 
smarter







-resistant,  and 
assures
 
longer  wear. Count 
on Fret: 
Slacks to put
 you head -and -
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But it may 
he edged out




r from sourct, st. 
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%tem
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 to 





is not dead.- G.
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ing 
it in American 
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event%  
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 clean, etc. 
He must be fun











































slapped face and the 
nasty re-





lead 11'm waiting 
epretant1).1 





































%%ill  11... a mite 
cold. 



















hut  not "old






old  malt? ) Mc'    
,  4, ta 
1.4,1.
 








the. "stimm.r. must he able to choose them well. 1'1 
not always picking
 things that 














































































"rid  are posl
 tam 
remote
 to be 
atallable al this time
 
%..1r 
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the  clock 01 looking 
trancelike  out of the 












. to look teowaiii to 
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 color'., NIP 






 to wear es. 
































I hr. 1 .11111011. 1118. 
%ear his eels 
s t00% 
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I sp. 
els 
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 thing to 
remember.
 No 

























has  a 
$75.1551
 
damage  suit 




































occurred  at the 



















































Ille must he :able to talk 
intelli-
gent!).
 fair in....t girls like 
their 
turn 10 he one degree. more in-
lelligent than the).
 although 
they don't usually adroit it. 
111 
mistily


























and  you 
will surely
 find 
her  (I'm 
afraid 







 the. gal would never 
have 
from the  
Michigan  State Daily 
spent
 all this time on the other 
by 




must  not treat it like 
a 
living  child. If he doesn't, he 
must he able to take his date on 
a bus and not 
apologize









Ile most not he a spendthrift
 
(this girl is a rare 







al  I    h mone) he is 
spending.
 I That's 
east
 - nii 
money,
 no a orrirs.) 
Re must 
spend It so that lir and his date 
, feel the) got 
enough







 t I'm 
really  out of 
it 
now.)  
lie must like 
music  that is not 




myself.)  His tastes 




 so that 
the\
 
will enlarge. to 
combine with 
P. 
girl. II don't quite follow 
that 
one.r He must 
appreciate  the feel-
ings 





her taste in clot
 hes and sti,
 
eThis
 might well 
be a trap 
that "and-
 such" can cover






he able to 
hate
 fun 























that  Gilchrist hall 
has 
been in 
existence, we have 
won 
only one small trophy. 
"About two weeks ago some 
happy little 
soul filched it. . . . 
Now we would like our little tro-
phy back again. Won't some noble 
heart return our 
treasure?"  
The reason they must have it 
back,  the coeds explained, is be-
cause 











































Mich.,  bar. 
After 
the
 boys sang at
 ft-iv 







Rut a curt 
note 




























"The City of Grand 
Rapids  




was signed by the mayor
 of 


















every  night 





Luke Junior howls 






























and  Karmelkorn for those 
-sweet" little 
pleasures  in life 
Aiiketattd 
9or 


















































 7 days  
week,
 
Weekdays-,cc,r.  9 
45
 






















































Friday May 9 1932 








































































 and reserved seats 
($2.40)
 








































































 directed by a chain of 
of 
command





























fluctuating  panel 
of
 colored light 
somewhere in 
the dim regions a-
head of 
me,  




 first I was unable 
to make it out, but all of a sudden 




 woman on 











I managed to perceive that 
there were moving forms on the 
screen
 
but was unable to distin-
guish
 personalities. One form. 
which
 I 
believed  to be Dorothy 
Lamour for at least







other form carrying a large brush. 
I never did 
figure it out. 
The 
music  was nice, 
however.
 I 
could hear it through 











































































































































it began to 
drift 
upstage, 
and,  once 
it had 
achieved






 of about 25 ft. 
and 
















classical  style 
ballet 
whose gyrations,
 pardon me, 
chor-
eography. resembled
 25 people suf-
fering 
from
 a dose of 
cyanide.  
They were 
aided,  or abetted, by 
one lone male 
dancer in plum -col-
ored tights 
whom the audience 
promptly 
labeled
 "the purple 
flash." 
This 
hogwash  finally over, we 
came  to the portion of 
the pro-
















 stage kept shifting 
and 
lowering,
 and I was 
fearful 
lest a prima ballerina enter ex-
ecuting a grand jete and vanish 
into one of the 
vacancies  in  the 
floor and exit this life in a truly 
spectacular 
way.  
At last, came the Rockettes in 
costumes in minute gradations of 
color going from one
 end of the 
spectrum to 




do this for 









 Oh, I 
swear  
that we will 
let you 
keep  your 
money. Heaven forbid that we 
should 
be such ungrateful beasts 
that we 
should bite the hand that. 
is so generous. 
Think  of it (the 












Striped Satin Pants 
Again the orchestra
 pit rose, 
and 














c -o -l -d camp fire
 with their gui-




Smoky"  in 
close harmony. After this, the 
whole company, the corps de bal-
lett, the 
bespangled  and 
beloved
 
Rockettes,  and 











 The lights dim-






 in thee 
hushed  auditorium. 
There  was a 
lump
 in my throat. 
I won't deny 
it. Eighty 
















neatly  in 
one
 of 










played  "On 
the Sunny 
Side of 

























 seen I 
could die right 
now
 






















Bach,  on, on, 
and 
on






promise-  the 
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stations if it 
would









































































We'%ee  got 
freedom


























































,ax  on our 
reeks.  But 
we
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wets' sincere in 
starling the pre,-
to 
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One of the 
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events
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1r...woe job to 






















loam mstrtsrtors  
stress  








 having more 








for the majors 
and 
u.. -.l
 lhi k the 
, 
Classes  
for those . 
inglrhe coeds retorted






















 casual attire: 
blue jeans are 
pi.d.-sol,
 
















 at om 
Or 
sires.


























Mrs Taylor that she 
TEL































































































.I iii of 
the







































 every type , 
stu-
dent.  
On the more 
intellectua'  sot.-, 




























prefer  %et 
e 
. ix 
Coetls'  Jeans 
to
 spectator

















 skating  rinks, and mini-
.%lum Rock park is ideal 1,-r ph. -







 and an aftern
 000000 
siN  im. 














g"r'. flatt"N is 







realm  of ivishfill thinking 
for anyone











 investigated the pajama pos-' 
On a 
quiet Sunday aftc-rnoon 
sibilities  of denims, but should
 







 for sleep- 
where 





 their duty lies inure 
tle culture
 and enjoy 
themselves  
in the realm of the dorm than 
at 
the same time.






I towel. et% 
government  censor- 
up 







Library  is one 
of ti -e best.
 
ship on proper college attire seems 
just 









 one way in 






:ereise  their ingenuity
 and 
individ- will not go to 
waste 
in San Jose. 
I.
 1111 1.11/111%
 the) assign We have, 
has quits. a controversy
 on her girl has 
more
 sense than to look I 
uality.  Let's keep it that
 way at There is many




















 the I niiersity of 
l',1111,11101111111 base lo -en gii en 





















h.. proper atmosphere to 
the
 
campus." the student leaders said 
in 
upholding  their action. 
A 
sensible  girl is not 
as
 sensible 









































 Cruz in 
The  
Burbank  District 
II 
I.  
